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Comeback falls short
during Senior Night
by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor
The ending of Tony Taylor’s
Senior Night was shaping up to be
the stuff of sports legends.
Over the final two minutes, the
senior guard dished out two assists that set up junior guard Lasan
Kromah and junior forward David
Pellom for back-to-back baskets.
Then, he hit a jumper of his own
that brought GW within a point of
La Salle with 21 seconds left.
The Explorers hit a foul shot,
pushing their lead back up to two.
Again, the ball went to Taylor, the
guard driving down the court to tie
the game – but this time, his jumper
didn’t fall. The next GW possession
saw freshman forward John Kopriva try to send a long pass down the
court to Taylor, seeking to set the
senior up for one last attempt at a
critical basket.
Instead, the ball volleyed out of
bounds, turning it back over to La
Salle and cementing GW’s (10-19)
60-56 loss. And true to the humble,
team-first mentality Taylor’s displayed throughout his tenure as a
Colonial, the 21st-highest scorer in
top RIGHT and MIDDLE: michelle rattinger | senior photo editor program history left the court after
top LEFT and BOTTOM: francis rivera | assistant photo editor his last home game shouldering responsibility for the defeat.
Top left: Guard Michael Conward readies for a free throw.
“I was just upset that I missed
Top middle: Forward Jabari Edwards prepares for play. Top right: Forward
Aaron Ware leaps for a layup. Bottom: Guard Tony Taylor attempts a final layup. that last shot to tie the game. Just

upset for the rest of the seniors that
we didn’t win this game, and the
rest of the team. It’s tough to lose
on Senior Night, or any night, at
that,” Taylor said.
Emotion was running high out
of the pregame Senior Night activities, the entire roster on the bench
to honor Taylor, senior guard
Aaron Ware, graduate student forward Jabari Edwards and walk-on
senior guard Michael Conward
– except for freshman forward
Jonathan Davis, who didn’t dress
due to illness. But the momentum
soon shifted in La Salle’s favor, as
the early moments of the half soon
turned into a shooting contest. The
Explorers held GW at bay, increasing their lead to 10 with seven
minutes and 46 seconds left in the
half, but by the half, the Colonials
had pulled within five.
The same scenario unfolded
as play opened in the second.
The teams traded baskets, but La
Salle was able to sink more, leading by 10 at three different points
on the half. Still, in their last home
game of the year, the Colonials
weren’t to be counted out, scoring
six points over 30 seconds at one
point to pull within one.
“I thought the effort was there.
We started the game being outSee BASKETBALL: Page 6

Knapp pledges to promote sustainability
GW joins nine local
universities in green push

Freshmen
see drop in
financial
aid dollars
by chelsea radler
Campus News Editor

A smaller percentage of the freshman class received financial aid this
year, despite demonstrating higher
need than other incoming cohorts over
the past six years, internal data show.
Six percent fewer freshmen got any
need – or merit-based financial aid –
this year, reversing a trend of more incoming students receiving aid that has
persisted for at least three years.
At the same time, freshmen demonstrated a significantly lower expected
family contribution toward tuition –
about $1,600 less on average than students entering the University in 2010.
Associate Vice President for Financial Assistance Dan Small attributed
the drop in awards to an overall decrease to the size of the freshman class
but declined to explain the 6 percentage point dip.
"The number of aid recipients will
vary from year to year," Small said,
adding that the percentage of aid recipients depends on the overall size
of the freshman class and the number
of applicants.
This year ’s institutional undergraduate financial aid pool was the
largest in University history – topping $160 million.
No information about the size of the
average freshman aid award was given
in GW's report. Small declined to say
if the figures demonstrate a University
pullback of its per capita financial aid.
Across GW, the number of overall
need-based aid recipients fell nearly 6
percent, while merit-aid fell only half a
percentage point.
Senior Vice President for Student
and Academic Support Services Robert
Chernak said in October this year was
the largest single spike in demonstrated
need he could recall. Small attributed
the higher demand for aid to a decrease
See AID: Page 5

UCC review
focuses on
visibility

by monica mehta
Hatchet Staff Writer
University President Steven
Knapp signed a city-wide sustainability pledge Tuesday put
forth by the mayor to step up
colleges' commitments to green
living over the next two years.
Knapp joined presidents
from nine area schools, including Georgetown, Catholic and
Howard Universities, in supporting the nation’s first sustainability agreement between
a city government and higher
education institutions. Each
university must set individual
goals within focus areas, such as
energy, water, green education,
transportation and purchasing
cleaner energy.
“I want the District to be the
world leader in sustainability,
and this pledge will help make
that a reality,” Mayor and alumnus Vincent Gray said at a gathering at American University.
The schools agreed to develop and implement individual
sustainability plans by the end
of this year and collectively report achievements in August
2014. Examples of commitments
include purchasing renewable
energy, achieving Leadership
in Energy and Environmental
Design certification for campus
buildings and reducing stormwater runoff.
“We’re all in this together. We
are very much in and of the District of Columbia, and the more
we can pull everyone together
and mobilize all the institutions
in the city, the more effective our
own internal strategy will be,”
Knapp said.
The University’s pledges include reducing energy usage in
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by sarah ferris
Campus News Editor

buildings by 35 percent, as outlined in the Climate Action Plan
of May 2010, reducing bottled
water consumption and expanding capacity for growing food
sustainably on campus.
Becoming more eco-friendly
has been a priority for Knapp
since his arrival at the University, demonstrated by his founding of the Office of Sustainability the following year.
“We’ve always said our focus
in sustainability is on urban sustainability, and a lot of the issues
talked about here are right at the
heart of that,” Knapp said.
GW recently launched a
sustainability minor, uniquely
housed in the provost's office
to encourage interdisciplinary
learning. The University also
See PLEDGE: Page 5
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Top: University President Steven Knapp, left, signs a pledge spearheaded by
D.C. Mayor Vincent Gray, right, to support sustainability among area colleges.
Bottom: Knapp joined nine other university presidents in the green effort.

A committee charged with evaluating the University Counseling Center’s
services issued more than a dozen recommendations this week to improve
the center over the next five years.
The recommendations call for increasing awareness and access to the
center, assessing visitor and staff feedback and coordinating with campuswide mental health services to better
support students.
“We want to make sure people
know the changes we made to open
up services,” Dean of Students Peter
Konwerski, who oversaw the committee’s efforts, said.
The University implemented Monday a recommendation from the review
to drop a $10 fee for group counseling
sessions. UCC offers collective discussions focused on specific mental health
areas, such as anger management, sexual assault and eating disorders.
The demand for group counseling
jumped 150 percent between fall 2010
and this fall, the center’s interim director Mark Levine said. He attributed
the climb to the staff's greater focus in
the last year on referring students to
these programs.
The one-page document outlining the results of the review addressed
staffing – suggesting GW “review [the]
existing UCC staffing model” and “continue working with Human Resources
on staff development opportunities” –
but it did not detail ways to better recruit, train or support staff.
See UCC: Page 5
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IN Brief

Police presence to shrink
at student fundraisers
A deal between the University and its
police department will help student organizations save money when hosting fundraisers in Kogan Plaza and the Marvin Center.
Starting Thursday, a new policy
will allow student organizations to host
fundraisers without hiring University
Police officers, as long as each transaction costs less than than $10.
Under the existing policy, student
groups must pay $80 for one officer
when money – more than $5 in the Marvin Center and more than $1 outdoors
– changes hands. If two or more officers
are required, the cost is $160 per officer.
Officers are also mandatory at
events with more than 100 people, or
where alcohol is served. The number of
officers needed is decided by the University scheduling office, which splits
the cost of the first officer.
“Ten dollars is a fair ceiling,” Dylan
Pyne, chair of the Marvin Center Governing Board, said. Pyne said student organizations have for years called for the
elimination of the fee, because it sets back
small-scale fundraisers that do not make
enough money to offset the charge.
University police captain Michael
Glaubach, Managing Director of the
Marvin Center David Synan and Assistant Vice President for Events and
Venues Michael Peller spent the last
three months vetting the idea with their
staffs.
“GWPD and the Marvin Center are
happy to support the efforts of student
groups while they are raising the funds
and promoting their ideals and values,”
Glaubach said.
UPD officers in charge of the security within the Marvin Center will make
more frequent trips outside when there
are events in Kogan Plaza or the H Street
Terrace to ensure safety, Pyne said.
“[The new policy] also gives groups
the opportunity to raise their prices,”
Aria Varasteh, the Student Association’s vice president of student activities, said. In the past, he said, student
organizations have kept prices low so
they didn’t have to hire an officer.
Varasteh said he doesn’t think
groups will face greater risks with their
cashboxes because regularly patrolling
UPD officers are still deterrents.
“I don’t think there’s a reason for an
officer to stand around Marvin Center
or H Street for hours and hours because
you’re having a bake sale,” Varasteh
said.

–Cécile Schillis-Gallego
and Sarah Ferris

Francis Rivera | Assistant Photo Editor

Members of the Colonial Army hold up cut-outs of the seniors on the men’s basketball team, including, from left, Aaron Ware, Tony Taylor,
Michael Conward and Jabari Edwards. The Colonials fell 60-56 to La Salle University for the last home game of the season Wednesday.
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Students pitched research projects at the
annual engineering school showcase.

The Department of Theatre and Dance
presented this Shakespeare classic.

Carmen Cortés, Rafaela Carrasco and
Olga Pericet performed at Lisner.

Engineering Showcase

MARCH
Thursday
The Judicial Process and the
Protection of Human Rights

‘Much Ado About Nothing’

1

Hear Supreme Court Associate Justice
Stephen Breyer discuss the high court’s role
within its political system alongside judges
from the European Court of Human Rights.
Jack Morton Auditorium • 8:30 a.m.

Friday
Turkish Night

2

Eat exotic food and belly dance at the
fifth annual event celebrating Turkey’s
culture and cuisine. Tickets are $10 for
students at the door and $8 in advance.
Marvin Center Grand Ballroom
• 7 to 10 p.m.

Saturday

Flamenco Festival

3

Sunday

4

Foggy Bottom Historical History Hunt

Ann Coulter vs. Lawrence O’Donnell

Use your feet to explore 100 years of Foggy
Bottom’s past in GW’s first history hunt,
which offers prizes to the top three teams
who return to the Marvin Center with the
correct answers to a puzzle.
Marvin Center • 1 to 2:30 p.m.

Watch conservative firebrand Ann
Coulter spar against liberal pundit
Lawrence O’Donnell in a debate
moderated by School of Media and
Public Affairs Director Frank Sesno.
Marvin Center, Room 422 • 7 p.m.
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Vice president to streamline hiring

ministrative processes in the
Office of Human Resources.
A streamlined recruitment
process would allow for more
applicants, which Ellis believes will help make national
searches more rewarding.
Her strategy will also emphasize the advantages of a
career at GW – including its
location and the use of campus facilities. She hopes to entice the strongest candidates
by initiating a discussion of
retirement and health benefits
earlier in the hiring process.

Candidate engagement
– the process through which
the University pitches itself
to desirable applicants – will
be formalized through tours
of facilities and the neighborhood, Ellis said.
“I would want them
to understand what full
University citizenship includes,” she said.
Hiring will be geared
toward specific communities, like veterans, to garner
interest among qualified applicants, Ellis said. The Re-

turning Heroes Tax Credit,
a national program signed
into law by President Barack
Obama in November 2011,
reduces the federal tax burden of any business that hires
unemployed veterans.
The University is accepting applicants for more than
100 faculty and staff positions,
six of which are at the senior
management level. Openings
include a director for the University Counseling Center,
several fundraising administrators and a vice provost of
budget and finance.
GW is also looking to
hire an executive director of
talent acquisition, a position
Ellis hopes to fill by “early
spring.” That administrator
will be responsible for developing a strategy to manage
recruitment, evaluate weaknesses in the GW workforce
and improve the University’s
reputation as an employer.
Ellis said that GW competes for prospective employees with Syracuse, Duke
and Northwestern Universities, among others.
A more hands-on approach to recruitment will
facilitate hiring across the
University’s academic and
administrative
departments, Ellis said.
“What I see is building a
competency at GW that can
be used across all areas. So
if we have an effective talent
management strategy and
talent acquisition strategy,
then we should be able to
deploy that strategy for engineering, for the humanities,
for technology, for administration,” she said.
Ellis’ efforts fall in line
with University President
Steven Knapp’s goal to
make GW “a place where
everyone wants to work,”
which he emphasized in December before Ellis assumed
the vice presidency. u

Auditorium inside the classroom next fall. The University’s first summer arts program
will also link academic and
extracurricular offerings on
campus for high school and
college students this year.
University President Steven Knapp pitched a review
of GW’s arts programs in 2010,
which was carried out by department heads and professors.
Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences Dean Peg Barratt said
an arts initiative would combine GW’s “disparate” academic and non-academic arts
programs on campus.
While arts professors and
students lament the lack of
physical space for collaboration – additions Barratt said are
not in the works – Lisner Auditorium will look to coordinate
classroom appearances with
the artists it books for its upcoming fall schedule. Details

for the collaboration are still
being worked out, Assistant
Vice President for Events and
Venues Michael Peller said.
“There is a need for a
performance venue, so Lisner will sort of be part of a
supporting cast for the initiative,” Peller said.
Students said spaces like
Lisner Auditorium and the
Classroom 102 art gallery have
supplemented lagging academic facilities.
Francesca Downs, a firstyear master of fine arts student,
said the Smith Hall of Art does
not hold enough drawing or
painting rooms.
“It’s hard to thrive and be
creative in such a terrible building,” she said. “It doesn’t even
feel like an arts building.”
With no sign of new spaces, arts professors said the University uses resources across
Foggy Bottom and D.C. to
showcase its creativity.
Alan Wade, a theater
professor, said while collaboration efforts should be
applauded, the departments
remain sprawled.
“The sorts of improvements I envision would require
considerable financial resources, so I don’t see these changes
happening soon," Wade said.
For the summer program,
GW will connect departments
in Columbian College with the
Graduate School of Education
and Human Development’s
museum education program,
the Luther W. Brady Art Gallery and Lisner Auditorium.
The summer arts initiative will include about 20 arts

courses during the two regular
summer sessions, spanning
fine arts and art history to English, music, theater and dance.
It will also include five
summer abroad courses – two
of which are brand new – and
one summer institute in American Indian art therapy, as well
as three courses for high school
students. Not all courses will
offer academic credit, which
Barratt said is typical for summer college programs.
Courses will highlight
subjects like digital art, postmodern dance, ceramic design,
creative writing, art and architecture, musical performance
and photojournalism. One
new for-credit course open to
high school students will focus
on art and politics.
The summer arts initiative and efforts to bring the
Textile Museum to Foggy
Bottom are the first traces of a
push to remake the image of
the GW’s creative programs,
Vice President of Research
Leo Chalupa said.
Recent partnerships with
the Phillips Collection in Dupont Circle and Arena Stage
in southwest D.C. would also
branch GW’s program out into
the city, Chalupa said.
“The reputation that GW
had until recently is that it
had strength in policy and law
school,” Chalupa said. “The
arts initiative, and a lot of the
other initiatives [being led by
the office of research], is meant
to increase the reputation and
the strength of this University
and these other areas where we
have excellence as well.” u

by Chelsea Radler
Campus News Editor
The University’s newest
vice president is working to
market employee benefits
and cut the red tape that
bogs down hiring, part of
a broader strategy to differentiate GW from similar
employers nationwide.
Sabrina Ellis – who assumed the top human resources post in January –
said Tuesday that revamping
the University’s approach to
faculty and staff recruitment
is her top priority.
"If we can be ahead of
the curve on bringing in talent, then that will help to
ensure that we're making
traction in our larger strategies," Ellis said.
She called the current
recruitment process “unwieldy,” pointing to lengthy
searches and complex collaboration between HR and
individual departments.
Searches for new employees are conducted through
a University website but
the listing cannot be posted
until both offices involved
agree on a description. Ellis said this internal review
process can be trimmed to
increase efficiency.
"I'm looking at, in HR, developing a metric where, when
a department makes a determination that they need to fill
a job, that we in HR are able
to move that position through
the various steps in the process," Ellis said, citing posting
the job, attracting a strong applicant pool and facilitating a
smooth transition once a candidate is chosen as necessary
measures in the process.
She said her approach
will reduce the time between
the opening of vacancies and
final hiring decisions by “unclogging the bottleneck that
currently exists” with ad-

michael boosalis | hatchet photographer

Vice President of Human Resources Sabrina Ellis spotlighted talent
acquisition as a priority this year. The newest member of University
President Steven Knapp's cabinet assumed her post in January.

Arts programs call for renaissance
by Aliya Karim
Hatchet Staff Writer
Gayle Wald hears from students that the arts at GW have
an identity problem.
Without a single hub,
campus academic departments and stage venues are
expanding
programming
and unifying their message to
prove the University can be a
destination for the arts.
“People think this town
is about what happens on the
Hill or at the White House or
in office buildings on K Street,
but it’s really a rich city for music, for dance, for theater, and
there’s a solid literary community as well,” Wald, chair of the
English department, said.
The
arts
initiative,
launched by faculty and administrators to stir a renaissance, will start by bringing
artists who perform at Lisner

Hatchet file photo

Legendary soul singer Mavis Staples performs in Lisner Auditorium during
a show two years ago. Faculty and administrators hope to bring artists
like Staples from the stage into arts classrooms beginning in the fall.

delaney walsh | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Cassandra Chapel, a community director, oversees house staff in
Madison and Crawford halls. Next year, graduate students will step in
as the middlemen between house staff members and the directors.

CSE to restructure
residence hall staff
by Ian Redman
Hatchet Reporter
The Center for Student
Engagement will reorganize
its residence hall support
system for the fall, charging
graduate students with the
daily duties of overseeing
house staff.
House staff will directly
report to graduate students
in assistant community director positions. The graduate students will continue to
be part-time CSE employees,
picking up responsibilities
like handling crises, mediating roommate conflicts and
coordinating programming
in residence halls.
In past years, these dayto-day tasks fell under the
community director – a fulltime CSE employee overseeing multiple residence halls.
The new structure will
free up the community director ’s time for a “big picture” approach to campus
life that identifies issues
and concerns by class year,
Associate Dean of Students
Tim Miller said.

"We need
[community
directors] to think
less about one floor
or one building and
think more about
the entire student
population."
tim miller

Associate Dean of Students

“We need them to think
less about one floor or one
building and think more
about the entire student
population,” Miller said.
Previously,
graduate
students who lived in third
and fourth year residence
halls were called graduate
fellows or house mentors, a
position that has since morphed into assistant community director.
This fall will also mark
the first time undergraduates are serving as house
staff for upperclassmen.
Juniors and seniors will
now be placed in third and
fourth year buildings so
that students can better connect with house staff mem-

bers that are closer in age,
Miller said.
“There is a value to me
of a sophomore house staff
member going through at the
same time as their residents
and having that same experience.” Miller said. Starting
in mid-January, the CSE also
stepped up house staff members' patrolling duties, requiring the student employees to spend an extra hour
per week making rounds in
their residence halls.
Before finalizing the age
changes, he said the CSE
fielded feedback from 33
returning house staff members – out of the 85 total –
for next year. He said many
staffers were excited to try
out their new role working
with third and fourth year
students.
Miller added that the
structure has been successfully piloted on the Mount
Vernon Campus for the 18
months. House staff on that
campus report directly to
graduate fellows, who report
to a campus-wide community director. The model leads
to more communication between house staff members
and graduate students because they are closer in age
and have more relatable experiences, Miller said.
Multiple members of
house staff declined to comment for this article, citing
a contractual obligation not
to speak to the media.
The CSE is fusing the titles of house proctors, which
previously worked with
freshmen, and house scholars, which served in all other
buildings, to become house
staff members across the
board. The responsibilities for
each role have always been
largely the same, Miller said,
but the separate names can be
confusing for students.
Cassandra Chapel, the
community director for
Crawford and Madison
halls, said the shift will give
her an opportunity to see
building-wide issues while
having a larger presence in
her residence halls during
“walk-throughs,” which are
weekly visits to buildings.
Instead of a floor-byfloor view, the community
director can look at trends
across buildings, like high
stress at certain times.
Chapel said students
could expect to see their
community director more
now that the position’s
workload is lightened.
“It’s about adding that
extra layer of mentorship –
adding that extra layer of
resource for undergraduates,” she said. u

Educational campaign will promote civility to reduce student conflict
by Jeremy Diamond
Hatchet Reporter
The
University
will
launch a long-term campaign this spring to reduce
the number of behavioral
conflicts on campus and encourage civility.
The multi-year effort,
dubbed “Living in the
Green,” strives to educate
students about politeness,
online harassment and responsible drinking, with a
focus on heading off violations of the Code of Student
Conduct before they occur.
“We are looking to decrease our own business,”
Assistant Dean of Students
Tara Pereira – who oversees
the judicial offices of the
University – said.
The campaign earned its
name from the tri-colored
traffic light symbol used by
Pereira to explain the restructuring of Student Judicial Services that occurred
last summer. That overhaul
created two new offices
which handle violations of
the student code.
The first branch, the Office of Civility and Commu-

nity Standards, handles all
"normal college behavior,"
including underage drinking
and possession of alcohol. The
University branded this department as a "yellow light"
– a sign to slow down and reconsider decision making.
The Office of Student
Rights and Responsibilities,
the other offshoot, oversees more serious cases that
could result in loss of housing, suspension or expulsion. Pereira dubbed this office the "red light" students
should avoid.
The Center for Alcohol
and other Drug Education
– an entirely preventative
body dedicated to substance abuse prevention –
represents the "green light"
where students should aim
to live, Pereira said.
She believes that many
of the incidents referred to
the civility office could be
avoided if students were
better educated about civil
behavior and positive communication. The campaign
is rooted in the office's mission to be "proactive and
educational" and was not
launched in response to a

noticeably negative atmosphere on campus, she said.
As the University undergoes a visual identity overhaul, the civility campaign
will establish the stoplight
as the symbol of the three
behavioral offices.
“Living in the Green”
will dovetail with current
messaging about healthy
lifestyles,
complementing
and expanding on house
staff programming and the
BeWiser alcohol awareness
campaign, she said. House
staff and Colonial Cabinet
members often focus their
educational outreach on alcohol abuse and making good
decisions – themes Pereira
believed could complement
the introduction of a dialogue about civil behavior.
Pereira expects to begin
outreach in April in order to
coincide with a time of year
that often sees a spike in behavioral violations.
“April is really a time to
launch something like this,
because traditionally, October
and April are the craziest disciplinary months,” she said,
citing cabin fever that comes
with chilly weather and the

excitement of spring.
The effort will include a
reevaluation of the roles of
peer educators in the civility office, shifting from an
entirely reactive position to
proactive outreach. Under
the new structure of the behavioral offices, peer educators – instead of professional
staffers – will meet with
students to discuss minor
violations. The shift in mediators was meant to change
the tone of meetings from
disciplinary to educational,
Pereira said.
“The yellow is trying
to keep people in the green
and particularly to help
them not go toward the
red,” Pereira said.
Detailed plans for the
peer educators and other
expansions of the campaign
have not yet been released,
although Pereira said informational brochures will
likely be created and distributed at campus events starting next academic year.
“The success of [the
campaign] won’t be measured by a decrease of numbers though, but more of the
general feel of what we see

Hatchet File photo

Assistant Dean of Students Tara Pereira, who oversees the University's
behavioral and substance abuse prevention offices, will launch a new
campaign to prevent student conflicts fueled by incivility.

throughout the year,” Katie
Porras, associate director of
the civility office, said.
Presidential
Administrative Fellow Rob Maxim
helped developed the campaign and bulletin board
kits, which will address
common conflicts like tension with roommates.
“I can see a poster that
just has some words on it
and maybe it gives me some

advice, and I just roll my
eyes and keep going,” Maxim said. “But I think that
the branding and the tying
it into this unified series of
offices as a whole is going to
be important.”
"Living in the Green"
will largely be geared toward underclassmen, who
are most likely to encounter
incivility while adjusting to
college life, Pereira said. u
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"It's funny, not because of the jokes or the lines, but because of how easy it is to
relate to the characters and the frustrating situations they're in."
–Zachary Gibson, senior and director of 'Charley's Aunt,' on the play's dry-wit brand of humor.
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Staff Editorial

Vote for John Bennett
in the runoff election
Today is the last day to vote in the
runoff election for Student Association
president, and The Hatchet’s editorial
board would like to re-affirm its support for John Bennett as president.
Bennett and his competitor Ashwin
Narla are both strong candidates, who
bring unique sets of skills and strengths
to the race. But we believe Bennett is the
better candidate for the post.
Bennett is a truly impressive candidate with a long history of student advocacy and a generally comprehensive
plan for arriving at his goals. His platform strikes a healthy balance between
tasks that can be achieved quickly and
those that require a year’s worth of
advocacy. More importantly, he has
the strategy to accomplish both. His
plan to get SA Senators more involved
and motivated by including them in
upper-level advocacy efforts is a smart
response to the SA Senate’s typical apathy. It also speaks to his own high-impact term as SA finance chair this year,
during which he reformed the financial
allocation process and notably kept
open dialogues with the many student
organizations on campus by holding
well-attended town halls.
We are confident Bennett would be
able to negotiate the University bureaucracy to push his agenda and make the
right connections to achieve his goals.
Not only does Bennett have knowledge
of campus issues, but also he knows
how to apply it. His plan to revitalize
Columbian Square, for example, which
includes bringing in new furniture and
making the area more inviting, is an efficient short-term response to the current lack of student space. Also, when
pressed on the infeasibility of one point
of his safety and security platform, he
was willing to be flexible on its details
as long as student safety did not suffer.
Bennett’s performance during the
student media debate did not merely
exemplify the success he’s had in his
current role as SA finance chair. When
posed questions about student life issues that weren’t mentioned in his
platform, such as how to ensure that
campus groups are accepting of GW's
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
community, he responded with a smart
and effective solution by suggesting requiring major student organizations to
complete Safe Zone training.
We still worry Bennett is not willing enough to ask for the counsel of
the students whose votes he seeks.
There is no denying he has a huge
ego, and while this might fuel a tenacious students-first lobbying agenda,
he must make it clearer that he would
continue to seek student input. But
we have confidence that, if elected,
Bennett would bring about important
change during his one-year term.
Narla has made frequent communication with the student body the focal
point of his campaign. Often, Student
Association executives become so entrenched in their efforts that they lose
sight of the students they are serving.
But Narla’s strong, students-first platform and his plans to hold frequent
“State of the Campus” updates reassures us that he would keep his ear to
the ground and maintain dialogue with
his peers. Narla’s attitude about the sort
of chief lobbyist he would be is one of
the greatest strengths of his platform.
He asserts that he wouldn’t just
work with administrators as one student taking on the University, but also,
through his outreach, he would mobilize the student body to be involved in
initiatives and lobbying efforts. In the
week between the general election and
the runoff, it was encouraging to see
Narla continue to tweak his platform
and goals, such as putting in a specific
timeline for accomplishing his plan to
implement a student organizartion calendar. By attempting to further outline
his ideas and provide additional detail,
Narla demonstrated that he would be
able to remain responsive and adaptable
to any unforeseen problems or issues
that could arise throughout his term.
We were very impressed by his
fervor and charisma during his endorsement hearing – he certainly has
the magic – but during the debate, it
became clear that his platform lacks
serious substance beyond plans for frequent student outreach.
Narla’s infectious personality and
commitment to improving student life
would make him an excellent lobbyist.
We were disappointed to find that his
initial platform and ideas weren’t developed enough to match the strength
of his passion and desire to lead the
student body.
While both finalists for this year’s
presidential race are exceptional, there
is only one who can provide real results
as next year’s SA president. Vote John
Bennett for SA president.
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In search of one million teachers

A

s the educators of the
Baby Boomer generation peter into retirement, a dark hole will
grow in America’s teacher corps.
U.S. Secretary of Education
Arne Duncan called on the imminent need for “1 million new great
teachers” on "The Daily Show with
John Stewart" Feb. 16 to replace the
50 percent of teachers expected to
retire in the next decade.
According to Duncan, that is
a staggering 1.8 million teachers
leaving the field.
Clearly there is a dire need
for more college-age students to
take an interest in teaching, or
the future of public education nationwide will be in peril.
And some of America’s future teachers might be part of
GW’s undergraduate population
right now, studying international
affairs or business.
But these students should be
able to, even at the undergraduate level, identify as aspiring
teachers.
The University should offer
curricular opportunities for undergraduates interested in the
field of education. The Graduate
School of Education and Human
Development is the 35th-best
education studies graduate program in the nation, according to
U.S. News and World Report.
The undergraduate population is

Jacob Garber
Writer
also teeming with potential teachers, evidenced by the increasing
number of seniors who apply to
Teach for America each year.
But how might undergraduates realize their passion for
teaching if they can’t explore the
field until they graduate?
It is not only practical but
absolutely crucial that GSEHD
partners with undergraduate academic programs.
Harvard College has already
begun a popular and effective undergraduate program linked with
its Graduate School of Education.
The Undergraduate Teacher Education Program there provides
undergraduates with four semester-long courses including psychology and curriculum planning
in conjunction with the Graduate
School of Education. It also has a
practical portion consisting of 78
hours of classroom observation.
At the end of the program,
UTEP students have the credentials to teach at public middle and
elementary schools across the
country. And, while the course
load is light enough to fit in with
an undergraduate schedule, it
can count toward graduate credit
if students go on to pursue a mas-

ter's degree in education.
GW has the educators and the
students, and D.C. has dozens of
schools in need of passionate undergraduates. If GSEHD teams
up with the undergraduate curriculum, the University could
feasibly replicate Harvard’s undergraduate education program.
The higher education administration faculty teaches undergraduate classes to draw interest
in masters programs in higher
education, Carol Kochhar-Bryant, the graduate school's senior
associate dean, said.
But that doesn't combat the
diminishing number of Kindergarten through 12th grade
teachers, and that is why a joint
program with GSEHD is so crucial at GW.
Not everyone who wants to
be a teacher knows it from the
start.
This exposure at an undergraduate level to teaching and
education might spark an interest in students and lead them to
pursue it as a career path. Allowing GSEHD to team up with
an undergraduate curriculum
will allow students across the
University to pursue a passion
for teaching without necessarily
committing to a master's degree
program in it.
–The writer is a freshman
majoring in English.

by Jacob Garber

A breath of fresh air for Old Main

D

evoting space for students on the Marvin
Center fifth floor is no
longer up for negotiation, so now is the time to focus
on the other resources the University can offer for a student
life space.
And there’s a slot on campus about to open up right before our eyes: Old Main.
The building on the corner
of 20th and F streets, which currently houses the career center,
classrooms and a few academic
departments, will be moving
its career services offices to the
Marvin Center fifth floor.
Right now, students are clamoring for collaborative organization space, and the University
needs to open its doors to this
purpose instead of adding more
classrooms and offices to fill Old
Main's vacancy. With only the
top 57 student organizations receiving office space in the Marvin Center, the University must

Alyssa Rosenthal
Columnist
extend its efforts to the other 383
student organizations.
Instead of converting Old
Main into classroom space, the
University should use the extra
space as a large, collective center for smaller clubs and organizations that don’t have permanent space.
By opening Old Main to the
community of organizations
formerly working out of closets and dorm rooms, the University can revitalize campus
life. College life should be all
about finding your niche, and
for some people, part of aligning with that niche has unfortunately been sitting on a sidewalk begging for space.
Creating a collaborative
environment for students will
bring meetings to life and add a
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splash of color to Old Main. The
timeworn feeling of the building needs a pick-me-up, and
the frequent milling of eager
student organizations is just the
spark of life needed to help the
building breathe in some fresh
air. All it needs is a small renovation and the creativity supplied by the University’s finest
innovators: its students.
Old Main may not be on the
wondrous H Street – the Broadway of GW – but right now,
students need any space they
can get. The University needs
to stop closing off resources
to the community, and instead
expand on what it has to offer. Don’t limit resources to the
Marvin Center: Build outside of
the "student union," and allow
the strength of the community
to grow with it.
–The writer, a
sophomore majoring in
political communication, is a
Hatchet columnist.

Bringing
the zombies
back to life

T

he zombies are here.
These ones, however,
do not feast on flesh; they
walk mindlessly from
class to class, through University
Yard or Kogan Plaza, practically
void of all emotion.

Ryan Carey-Mahoney
Columnist
Believe it or not, Student Association elections injected a
dose of excitement and energy
that seemed to wake the walking
dead on campus and return them
to their human form.
From the colorful posterlined walls of Phillips and Rome
Halls and the Marvin Center to
the campaigning, a sense of spirit
was added to the student body
last week. With the run-off election for SA President occurring
today – the walls will soon be
stripped, and the palm cards will
be a thing of the past – it seems
as though there is nothing that is
coming up soon to excite the student body.
We need another event that
can help bring students together
and pump some much-needed
energy into the fast approaching
mid-term season.
GW hosted a bonfire Feb. 22
celebrating George Washington’s
Birthday in University Yard, but
its turnout lacked true University-wide representation. It hardly
made me more excited for the
centennial celebration than any
other year ’s George Washington
birthday bonfire.
Basketball games rarely receive enough attention to garner campus-wide support, and
Spring Fling, an event that brings
together a large portion of the
student body, isn’t until the middle of April. So the question remains: How can the University
spark the student body’s interest
to bring them together between
now and then?
Plan something that cannot
be avoided.
Why not sponsor a campuswide celebration? Shut down the
streets in front of Gelman Library,
take over Kogan Plaza and pack
it with students overflowing with
spirit and excitement. We’ve seen
how students show up for the
annual spring chalking day. The
University should channel that
sort of commitment to making
the campus cohesive and GWfocused for another day.
Student organizations and
administrators, particularly the
Center for Student Engagement,
could work hand in hand to create
a party fit for Washington himself; it just has to be something
that students want to attend.
Now of course, this mix
of GW’s best events probably
couldn't come together in the next
few months, so campus groups
and the University should start
planning for a blowout event for
next year.
The key to the election season’s appeal is a combination of
appeasing the student’s political
interests and putting them front
and center. It is true that, despite
the constant reminders, many do
not vote and, to put it simply, do
not care about the SA election,
the candidates or the results. But
even the most apathetic student
cannot deny the surplus of excitement that accompanies election season.
Nothing that I have experienced at GW, so far, has been so
unapologetically
in-your-face,
and that’s what makes elections
so appealing. You can’t avoid the
overwhelming sense of being a
part of something other than collective misery over exams and
research papers. Amidst the internships and city living, it takes
just a few posters and three days'
worth of handouts to bring out
the inner school spirit that lies
dormant in all of us.
I am done walking through
the masses of zombies; it is time
to bring GW back to life, one spirit-filled blowout at a time.
–The writer, a sophomore
majoring in journalism, is a
Hatchet columnist.
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Universities reach out to males for study abroad
by justin peligri
Hatchet Reporter
Colleges across the country are seeking new ways to
even out the female-heavy
makeup of study abroad
programs by targeting advertising to males.
Nearly two-thirds of students studying abroad were
female in 2010, the last year
for which data is available,
the Chronicle for Higher Education reported – signaling
many universities' struggle to
tailor their marketing materials toward male students.
“Study abroad offices
don’t always make the connection between learning
about culture and the realistic
possibility that students can
have jobs overseas because
it seems so obvious," Karin
Fischer, a senior reporter at
The Chronicle, said. "Study
abroad is less attractive to
men when it is not grounded
in a career goal."
To promote a study
abroad program in Spain,
for example, Fischer said
colleges could use a photo
of students working in a
laboratory as opposed to a
picture of females in traditional Spanish dress dancing the flamenco.
Participation rates at GW
are on par with national figures, with males making up
less than 35 percent of students in study abroad programs for the last decade.

UCC
from p. 1
Konwerski said changes
to staffing structure or development would lie in the
hands of the center’s new
leader. The University aims to
hire a director before the summer – an addition that Konwerski hopes will strengthen
working relationships among
staff members.
“They’re going to make
sure the team is cultivated
and taken care of,” Konwerski said.
The five-week review began in late December following the departure of 13 counselors since 2009, with many
citing a hostile working environment for their exit.
Konwerski and Levine received the recommendations

PLEDGE
from p. 1
pledged to provide support
and funding for faculty who
engage in sustainability-focused teaching.
The city was named a
green power community by
the Environmental Protection Agency in 2011. The
District is a leading city per
capita in LEED-certified
commercial and institutional green buildings, accord-

AID
from p. 1
in asset value nationwide.
The Office of Institutional
Research and Planning does
not provide data about how
the University’s financial resources are allotted among
students beyond entering
freshmen.
"While the overall need
among the total pool may be
greater or less from one year
to the next, it could be that
among those new students
who actually enroll, that the
average awards could be
more or less than those of-

CRIME LOG
Theft

2/23/12 – Time unknown
Location: JBKO Hall
Case closed

A student reported to the
University Police Department
that he left his iPad
unattended, and several days
later he noticed it missing.

–No suspects or witnesses

2/23/12 –
10:30 a.m. to 12:05 p.m.
Location: Madison Hall
Case closed

Two students reported to UPD
that they returned to their
room and found their safe was
open and $160 was missing.
–No suspects or witnesses

2/26/12 – 7 to 7:30 p.m.
Location: Marvin Center
Case closed

A student reported to
UPD that he left his jacket
unattended and when he
returned, he noticed his
wallet missing.
–No suspects or witnesses

Rob Hallworth, director of the Office for Study
Abroad, said the University does not tailor its study
abroad brochures toward a
particular gender, but staff
members “have reached
out to fraternity organizations on campus and have
done some information sessions specifically for those
groups” to attempt to close
the gender gap.
“This is a question that
a lot of international education professionals have
grappled with for a long
time,” he said. “It is a consistent theme regardless of
home school, destination or
length of program.”
He declined to elaborate
on the office's methods to recruit men beyond the fraternity visits. He also declined
to say if he views the gender
gap as a problem for GW.
Raynell Cooper, a freshman majoring in geography,
does not plan to go abroad
because he is more concerned about meeting University requirements.
"[Male students] want to
move forward in the work
force and we don't want to
waste time in college," Cooper said.
National trends also
show that students are
studying abroad earlier in
their college careers – going as freshman and sophomores – as more students
place out of minimum cred-

elise apelian | hatchet staff PHOTOGRAPHER

Junior Joel Uyenco flips through a brochure in the Office for Study Abroad, where he works as a peer counselor to help students
decide where to study overseas. He traveled to Cape Town, South Africa last semester.

it requirements with Advanced Placement tests.
About 85 percent of
study abroad participants
at GW are juniors and about

in mid-January, but declined
to disclose the details until
this week.
The center’s former director John Dages resigned
in December, less than a
month after complaints surfaced from seven former
employees who claimed his
mismanagement drove them
away. Associate Director Barbara Brown, also a target of
criticism, announced her resignation last month.
This week, UCC began
surveying first-time visitors
to the center, asking students
about their sessions and their
prior familiarity with the
center. Konwerski said the
feedback will help staff adjust
their practices to respond to
student concerns.
The center will also work
to better communicate the
$30 fee charged to students
who do not show up to their

appointments. Since a policy
change granted students up
to six free sessions annually,
Konwerski said the number
of no-shows climbed from
200 last year at this time to
about 380 this year.
The council will also
bring together clinical staff
from the University’s other
mental health centers to better coordinate services.
George Howe, professor
and director of clinical training in the psychology depart-

ing to the Green Building
Council.
“We are among the top
10 greenest cities in America, but I don’t just want to
be among the top 10; I want
to be No. 1. That’s how
competitive I am. Let’s not
rest until we become No. 1.
Take that zero off of the 10,”
Gray said.
Sophomore Miles Milliken, an eco-rep for Mitchell Hall who attended the
event, said the multi-college
partnership will encourage
green initiatives.

“While it is just a signature on paper, that does
mean something, and it
shows that our presidents
actually care about the environment,” Milliken said.
The mayor lauded the
university presidents for
their collaboration, and said
he looked forward to one
day declaring D.C. as the
most sustainable city in the
nation.
“This is an exercise in
saving the planet for future
generations to come,” Gray
said. u

fered aid who did not enroll,"
Chernak said.
Chernak estimated that 23
percent of the total aid pool
was doled out to freshmen,
proportional with their representation in the undergraduate population.
Freshmen entering different academic programs
saw large discrepancies in the
likelihood of receiving aid,
school-specific reports show.
Just 51 percent of freshmen entering the GW School of
Business this year received any
kind of aid, while 81 percent
of those entering the School of
Engineering and Applied Science saw financial assistance.
This follows a University-

wide trend of engineering
students being significantly
more likely to get financial
aid, a November Hatchet
examination of 2010 data
showed. Small said then that
the awards were not used to
incentivize engineering or
science fields.
Earlier this month, U.S.
News and World Report compiled a list of 62 colleges nationwide that met 100 percent
of students’ demonstrated
need in 2010. The only market
basket institution named was
Northwestern University.
Next year’s financial aid
pool will be decided at the
Board of Trustees meeting in
May. u

"I spend time talking with staff each and every
day and they tell me that they are busy, but
glad to be at GW."
Mark levine

Interim Director
University Counseling Center

Destruction

Liquor Law Violation

UPD responded to a report
of an exit sign that had been
ripped from the ceiling.

An University employee
reported an intoxicated
student to UPD. Officers
responded and the student
admitted to being drunk, but
she refused to be assessed
on the scene. EMeRG
responded and transported
her to GW Hospital.

2/25/12 – Time Unknown
Location: Crawford Hall
Case closed

–No suspects or witnesses

2/27/12 – Time Unknown
Location: Thurston Hall
Case closed

UPD observed graffiti on the
walls in a stairwell.
–No suspects or witnesses

Drug Law Violation/
Liquor Law Violation
2/25/12 – 7:10 p.m.
Location: Somers Hall
Case closed

A student called UPD to report
a drug law violation because
she suspected another
student had been smoking
marijuana. A community
director
conducted
a
search and found 4.2
grams of marijuana, drug
paraphernalia and alcohol.
–Referred for
disciplinary action

10 percent are sophomores,
Hallworth said. It is rare for
freshmen to study abroad,
because students are required to complete 45 cred-

2/23/12 – 1:29 a.m.
Location: Marvin Center
Case closed

–Referred for
disciplinary action

Stalking

2/23/12 – Multiple times
Location: Off campus
Case closed

A female faculty member
reported to UPD that she
was receiving inappropriate
e-mails from a subject who
was an old acquaintance and
was not affiliated with GW.
–Referred to the
Metropolitan Police
Department
–Compiled by
Cory Weinberg

ment, took part in the review.
As a participant, he said he
stressed greater collaboration among campus support
systems, such as the art therapy program, the speech and
hearing program and house
staff in residence halls.
“There are a lot of other
key players in mental health
here at GW,” Howe said.
Over the next few months,
Konwerski said UCC would
be increasing the visibility
of the office through more

its before applying to a program, he said.
Hallworth said he encourages students to consider
studying abroad as long as

they “have considered the fit
of a study abroad program
into their academic plan and
have the approval of their
academic advisors." u

events featuring staff from
the center and a greater use of
social media.
“We know we're hearing
good things. It doesn’t mean
we can’t be improving,” Konwerski said.
The University will create a standing advisory council, tapping several members
from the review committee to
regularly assess the center’s
campus presence. Konwerski
said the council would not
evaluate operations or staff.
“They’re not going to
get into the specifics of the
center. The focus will be on
the broader campus mental
health and issues around
care for students,” Konwerski said.
Four psychologists have
been hired this semester, out
of the center’s nine full-time
spots. Levine said he is noticing the staff working to-

gether as a team “enjoying
time together, professional
growing and having fun,"
which he said are signs of
staff retention.
“I spend time talking
with staff each and every day
and they tell me that they are
busy, but glad to be at GW,”
Levine said.
The University will also
create a five-year strategic
plan for counseling services,
working with the new director and members of the review committee to develop a
long-term vision for the center, Konwerski said.
The center continues to
meet the needs of students,
Konwerski said, citing a recent satisfaction survey tied
into the review that he did
not provide to The Hatchet.
“Students have been really, really positive about our
services,” he said. u
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The number of consecutive doubledoubles earned by men's basketball
junior forward David Pellom.

Colonials seek to cement chemistry before tournament
by brennan murray
Hatchet Reporter
With the A-10 tournament
looming, the Colonials found
themselves playing catch-up
this week to build team unity
after a string of injuries left
the bench depleted for much
of the season.
While most teams had
the entirety of the regular season to develop team
rhythm, the GW squad,
plagued all year by injuries,
is just now beginning to find
its stride as recovering players return to court.
The reintegration of
players was an additional
challenge for the Colonials
that the rest of the A-10
didn’t face, head coach
Mike Bozeman said, but
with the extra practice time
this week, he believes GW
should be ready to go by
Friday’s first tournament
game against Duquesne.
“We’re doing a lot of fullcourt simulations of game
situations and allowing the
players to get in a flow with
each other,” Bozeman said.
“We played well against
Saint [Joseph’s], because we
had those two days before to
do what I’m trying to do right
now – to try to build some
chemistry and get these guys
playing together, because
they haven’t played together
all season.”
Over their last few
games, the Colonials have
witnessed a fall in execution
as returning players rotate
into the game. The infusion
of these players, largely due
to their lack of minutes because of injury, has led to a
visible lack of communication on the court, Bozeman
said. One of Bozeman’s biggest keys for success against
the Dukes will be achieving
smoother player rotations,
he said.
The Colonials will also
need to play with a one-playat-a-time mentality to be
successful, Bozeman added.
Though developing a gamelong rhythm will be crucial,
making the most of every

possession and scoring opportunity, from hitting free
throws to diving for loose
balls, will be similarly critical
as GW looks for victory.
“If you look at our overall stats, we average losing
games by one point,” Bozeman said. “If we capitalize
on even one more possession,
we should be able to make up
that one point. They see that
they are so close, and that encourages them.”
As GW’s locker room
looks for the key chemistry,
members of the team are
highly conscious that the
first tournament game has
significant meaning, beyond
the fact that it’s a win-or-gohome situation.
Senior guard Tiana Myers, who will be playing in
her last-ever A-10 tournament
this weekend, may also be
playing her final game if GW
fails to take down Duquesne.
“The sense of urgency
is present like never before.
In a basketball sense, I look
at Friday as I may not have
a tomorrow, or a next time,
and definitely not a next
year as it relates to college
ball,” Myers said. “There’s
only right now. This is a
pivotal game for us. This is
what we play for.”
All of the Colonials roster, not just the seniors, are
ready to make a statement
this weekend, Bozeman
said. Though GW suffered
a 26-point loss to Duquesne
Jan. 21, that game was a

clear example of the depth
challenges the team faced,
suiting up just six players
against the Dukes.
Now, the Colonials face
Duquesne with a longer
bench and the season on the
line. The stakes are high, but
so is the team’s confidence
level, junior guard Danni
Jackson said.
In the A-10 tournament,
Jackson said, every team has
a clean slate, and the Colonials are prepared to capitalize off of theirs.
“I’m ready to play and
make a statement,” Jackson
said. “Everyone is now 0-0
in the conference, so this is
basically a new beginning
for us.”
Bozeman, as coach and
leader of GW’s program, also
understands the importance
of succeeding at this level. For
him, this year’s A-10 tournament could be a chance to revitalize the team and restore
it to previous heights.
Despite the Colonials’
11-17 regular-season record,
Bozeman remains confident
in the ability of his players and the strength of his
game plan. The head coach,
who is in the last year of his
contract, said the team hit
“speed bumps” along the
way, but are heading into
postseason play determined
to prove their strength. GW
is “ready to have a breakthrough,” he said.
“If you did a poll around
the league, everybody from

francis rivera | assistant photo editor

Left: Head coach Mike Bozeman talks through his team's shooting performance during practice. Above:
Freshman guard Chakecia Miller reaches for a rebound during a Tuesday morning practice in the Smith Center.

the top of our conference to
the bottom of our conference
has commented on how hard

my girls play,” Bozeman said.
“There’s certain things I can’t
have control of. I can’t control

injury. But I think this is one
of the better coaching jobs
I’ve done.” u

Shots stall for Colonials on loss
from p. 1
rebounded 11-4, and then we
finished the game outrebounding them,” head coach Mike
Lonergan said. “We just have
so many breakdowns, and it
breaks your back. But we kept
our composure, and I thought
we made some good plays. We
definitely struggled shooting
the ball again, from threes.”
GW exited the court shooting
an even 50 percent on the game.
The Colonials outrebounded the
Explorers 33-24, exploiting GW's
significant advantage in the
post, and held a 12-5 advantage
on second-chance points. It was
a performance that should have
resulted in more than the Colonials’ 56 points on the night, and
the culprit was a familiar one.
“The ball wasn’t going in
the basket, and it’s tough when
that doesn’t happen. We made
a couple of drives, and things,
there was just a lid on the basket. And it was tough for us,”
Taylor said.
Pellom led the team in scoring, picking up his fourth consecutive double-double, an
unprecedented feat, with 16
points and 11 rebounds. Pellom
attributed his success to staying strong on the boards, calling
that his “first objective” on the
court. The rest of his teammates

didn’t fare as well: Ware and
Kromah each added 10 points,
the only other two Colonials to
hit double-digits.
Aside from a team-wide
shooting slump, La Salle’s shifting defense reduced GW’s effectiveness at the net. The Explorers' doubleteams trapped the
Colonials effectively, holding
them without good looks as the
shot clock ran out. Many times,
a Colonial was forced to fling
the ball toward the net in desperation as the buzzer sounded
on the play. GW also struggled
to hang on to the ball, turning it
over 17 times.
“We wanted to focus on playing a little harder. At La Salle, it
was probably one of our worst
efforts of the season,” Lonergan
said. “Tonight, we did a great
job taking the threes away and
guarding the three-point line.
We held them to 60, but we have
to find a way to score. “
The last time GW faced La
Salle, the Explorers’ four-guard
offense proved problematic to
defend, and Galloway torched
the Colonials for a career-high 28
points. Wednesday night, GW set
up in a 1-3-1 zone, trying to apply
pressure around the arc and in the
high post against the A-10’s leading long-range shooting team.
Even though the Colonials held
Galloway to nine points on the

night, they couldn’t totally stifle
La Salle’s offense.
The Explorers have started
the same lineup in all of their Atlantic 10 games, and all of their
starters average in the double
figures. Wednesday, La Salle’s
bench scored just a single point,
their starting lineup responsible
for the other 59. The four-guard
setup remains a thorn in GW’s
side, its head coach said.
“Truthfully, it’s a tough
matchup for us,” Lonergan said.
“They’re not used to guarding
guards, and they’re playing four
guards at all times.”
Even as the Colonials
walked away from the loss, they
had cemented a longer season:
by virtue of a Fordham loss at
Rhode Island Wednesday night,
GW earned a berth in the A-10
tournament. With final seeding
to be determined as the regular
season closes Saturday, Lonergan still believes his team has
the potential to turn its season
around during postseason play.
“Tonight, we have a tough
loss and then we find out that
we made it. It’s kind of a strange
way to get in, and I’m happy
we’re in,” Lonergan said. “The
guys are working hard in practice, we’re improving in some
areas, we just have to find a way
to get more than 56 points up
there on the board.” u

TOP right: Francis rivera | assistant photo editor, left and bottom right: Michelle rattinger | Senior photo editor

Top right: Junior forward David Pellom attempts a layup off a dish from senior guard Tony Taylor. Pellom scored his fourth straight double-double during the game against La Salle. Bottom right: Members of the men's
basketball team embrace during the National Anthem before the start of the game. Left: Graduate student forward Jabari Edwards is honored by head coach Mike Lonergan prior to tip. Edwards is sixth for all-time in blocks at GW.
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Top left: 'Neon structure for the IX triennial of Milan' by Lucio Fontana is a stark room with both the presence and absence of light. Bottom left: 'Cosmococa' by Brazilian artist Hélio Oiticica incorporates multimedia dimensions.
Bottom middle: 'From Continent to Continent' by Mario Merz combines steel, glass, and electric wire. Right: 'Chromosaturation' by Carlos Cruz-Diez is a room-to-room journey with color-triggered emotion.

by roxanne goldberg
Hatchet Reporter
Patrons' reactions when walking
through the gallery are to simply stare
at the giant multimedia exhibits, the
flashing colorful lights and the video
screens. It takes a minute for them to
step into the gallery.
In “Suprasensorial: Experiments
in Light, Color, and Space,” a new
collection at the Hirshhorn Museum
and Sculpture Garden, every human sense is tempted in the exhibit
where participation is not only welcomed but encouraged.
The gallery space features five
pieces, crafted by prominent Latin
American artists who pioneered the
field of experiential design in the 1960s
and 1970s. The modern artists challenged the traditional standards of art
as a single static experience, breaking
down the familiar barrier between the
viewer and the art.
"Interest in artists working in light
and space has never gone away," Abby
Winograd, research assistant for the
exhibit, said.
The artists' goal was the democratization of art, Winogard explained.
“This isn’t a piece that’s on the

wall or practical in the sense,” local artist who gave a talk on "Chromosaturation" Sam Scharf said. “The minute
you cross that threshold, you are, in
essence, part of the work.”
Scharf led a gallery talk at the
museum on Feb. 24 to give art enthusiasts a more in-depth look at the
work, explaining the movement’s
goal of fostering new experience
and challenging perception.
“It’s all in our minds – this idea of
where and how we experience things.
With that being said, when you walk
into these experiential art works, it’s
important to understand that those
relationships can grow and be developed,” Scharf said.
The exhibit reevaluates the
evolution of the international light
and space movement, a now 50
year-old experiment in light and
material manipulation.
The five pieces are giant multimedia installations that incorporate
equal parts of light, color and space.
The viewer is not a passive element,
simply staring at the art, but is directly
involved and expected to respond.
“Each one caters to a different one
of my senses,” Hirshhorn interpretive
guide Chiara Pandolfi said. “So my

mood decides which is my favorite.”
Throughout opening weekend,
visitors were drawn to Carlos CruzDiez’s “Chromosaturation,” a simple
construction of drywall, fluorescent
lights and colored plastic.
Visitors first slip on booties before entering the mysterious white
box containing three different colored
chambers. The museum provides the
booties in hopes of keeping the stark
white floors and walls clean.
After entering, an intensely pure,
almost celestial green light floods the
retina to such extreme proportions it
takes several moments for the eyes to
readjust to a comfortable level.
“It’s like instant relief, like very
calming to go from green, to red, to
blue,” Smithsonian Institution programs and communications assistant
Jennifer Leehey said.
The work challenges perceptions
that color can dictate feeling or emotion – whether blue can equal sadness
or if red equates to anger.
The work was originally erected in
Paris in 1965 with the thought that at
the origin of all mankind lays a primary
starting point. Cruz-Diez believed that
by immersing an individual in such
an extremely basic situation, he could

generate a whole system of
thoughts and emotions.
Everything in this world is for
For museumgoers, “Suyou. It’s your choice to be able
prasensorial” offers a giant
leap into the unknown. But
to take it upon yourself, to figure
unlike conventional artwork, these intstallations
out how to navigate it, or to
engage each of the senses
access that experience.
– not just sight.
Venezuelan artist Jesús
Rafael Soto’s “Blue Penetrasam scharf
ble” is a rectangular expanse
Artist
created by hundreds of thick
rubber strings dangling motionless from the ceiling. Patrons were unsure how to approach it, ages of cultural icons cut by lines of
as they contemplate whether or not to cocaine projected on the walls.
enter, to penetrate the artwork.
Though each “Suprasensorial”
“People are so used to having installation taps into different comthat distance and so they still ask ponents of the human experience, all
whether or not it’s okay to walk challenge the participant to become
through it,” Pandolfi said.
active in the experience, both in and
“Cosmococa” by Hélio Oiticica, out of the museum.
a 1970s Brazilian artist who famously
“Everything in this world is for
experimented with cocaine to attain you. It’s your choice to be able to take
higher levels of consciousness, is an- it upon yourself, to figure out how to
other thought-provoking addition.
navigate it, or to access that experiPatrons must choose whether or ence,” Scharf said.
not to participate in the work, to re“Suprasensorial: Experiments in
cline on mattresses and listen to high Light, Color, and Space” is on display
energy Latin music while bearing at the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpwitness to flashes of disturbing im- ture Garden through May 13. u
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Left: Sophomore Rebekah Meyer, right, who plays heiress Donna Lucia d'Alvadorez, talks with freshman Tori Kontor, left, who plays Ela Delahey. Middle: Junior Sean Quitzau, left, who plays Lord Fancourt Babbery, rehearses along
with senior Ian Frazier, middle, who plays Charley Wyckeham and senior Josh Benjamin, who plays Jack Chesney. Right: Quitzau, middle, and Frazier, left, laugh along with Benjamin, right, during a dress rehearsal for 'Charley's Aunt.'

Unleashing the power of comedy, a century later

by amulya shankar
Hatchet Reporter
Stale jokes fall hard.
The actors reviving a century-old
play know they must make the audience laugh will jokes that could have
easily soured since the year Ellis Island
first opened as an immigration center.
The 14th Grade Players produce
“Charley’s Aunt,” a British farce
first performed nearly 120 years
ago. The actors' goal is to of make
the audience laugh, of course, but
it is also to leave playgoers with a
new perspective on the sometimes
overlooked power of comedy.
“Comedy always gets looked
down upon. People always say that a
really good play is one that can move
you – that can change your worldview
– or change your mind about something. My thing is that comedy is just

as hard, it’s just as good if it’s done
well and it’s just as important,” director Zachary Gibson, a senior, said.
“Charley’s Aunt” contains all the
elements of a classic British farce. Set
in upscale Oxford, England at the turn
of the 20th century, an absurd and improbable plot which includes mistaken
identity and disguise combines with a
heavy dose of wordplay and slapstick
humor. The mixture creates a hilarious
tall and twisted tale.
"It's funny, not because of the
jokes or the lines, but because of how
easy it is to relate to the characters
and the frustrating situations they're
in," Gibson said.
Lead characters Jack Chesney and
Charley Wykeham are two college
friends, who have fallen in love with
Kitty Verdun and Amy Spettigue, respectively. When they get word that the
girls' overprotective guardian is out of

town, they jump at the chance to confess their amorous feelings. The duo
convinces their newfound millionaire
relative, Donna Lucia d’Alvadorez, to
play chaperone.
After their pretend chaperone
fails to show up, they lure in a naïve
student to play the part, complicating the plot, and hysteria and hijinks
ensue. The twisted plot moves at a
speedy pace and as the audience tries
to keep up, inevitably being thrown
on curves and turns along the way,
the humor stays light, upbeat and
continuously surprising.
Comedy is a new direction for
the student theater group, which
typically favors dramatic productions, Gibson said.
"When you laugh at something,
it is a physical reaction – you literally
feel happy. No drama can have that
effect for two hours the way a com-

edy can," Gibson said.
Although the play features a
zany plot and is heavy on original
slapstick humor, the cast also stays
true to the time period, donning
historical garb and testing out their
best British accents.
“Everyone is hilarious on their
own, even without scripted, funny
lines,” freshman Tori Kontor, who
plays Ela Delahay, a young orphan
who accompanies d’Alvadorez, said.
“We’re always laughing backstage and
during rehearsal. We get close.”
Gibson urged all actors to understand the humor and add their own
personal style to it.
“I made sure that every single line
they were saying, they knew what it
meant. And when they know what it
means, the audience is going to know
what it means,” Gibson said.
Hilarious humor, more than any-

thing – everyone involved in the production seems to agree – will overcome
any gap created by time.
“The characters are relatable
anyways. They’re college guys, having a good time, and they’re obviously funny. Everyone can connect
with humor,” Kontor said.
As much as the show relies on the
cleverness of wordplay and a complicated plot, the slapstick comedy and
cringe-worthy moments also provide
endless subplots of entertainment.
The test, sophomore Rebekah
Meyer, who plays d’Alvadorez, said
will be opening night.
“I can’t wait,” Meyer said. “I just
love the first big audience laugh of
the night, when you’re like, ‘Yes!
We’ve got ‘em!’ ”
“Charley’s Aunt” opens at West
Hall Theater March 1 and 2 at 8 p.m.
and March 3 at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. u

